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Op-Ed: Why UMW is not a ‘feminist
friendly campus’

By PAIGE MCKINSEY

Last semester I was asked if I thought the University of Mary Washington was a “feminist friendly campus.” At the time, I

said yes it was, citing the record-breaking number of sign-ups Feminists United received at Club Carnival, the wonderful

faculty in the Women and Gender Studies Department and the enthusiasm of our members. While Feminists United still

has dedicated members and the faculty of the WGST program continues to offer important courses, I no longer find UMW

to be a “feminist friendly campus.” What is unfortunate is that my answer changed around the time that the club increased

its visibility on campus. We went from a club that met Wednesdays at 8 p.m., to a club that tried to affect change on

campus, pulling back a thin veil of a “feminist friendly campus” to expose the insidious misogyny and hatred very much

alive at UMW.

Here is why my answer changed. As many students know, a motion passed through our student senate last semester

proclaiming that the UMW community would support institutionalized Greek life on campus. What many students do not

know are the troubling arguments made in support of the motion. When one student senator argued that the Greek

system is inherently discriminatory in that is only allows people of one gender to join, another countered that UMW

already has sex discrimination in the form of the Women’s Health Center. When the argument was made that research

shows that institutionalized Greek Life on campus increased the rates of sexual assault, a fellow senator said this

statement (which is supported by numerous studies) is simply a stereotype and to stereotype fraternities in such a way was

the equivalent of racial stereotypes.

Here is why my answer changed. Once the motion passed the Senate, there was a town hall meeting on the subject. While

the meeting appeared well mannered and cordial, this was not so. When I spoke, I asked the members of the pro-Greek

life side to address the studies and research which shows that institutionalized Greek life on campus increased the number

of sexual assaults. I asked them to explain how they plan to address this issue when, as of right now, UMW has far to go in

adequately supporting victims and survivors. As soon as I finished, people were “yakking” about how “this feminist needs

to calm the hell down” and how I was “scary.” Later on that evening more “yaks” circulated about “the feminists” using

insulting and disgusting words to describe a group of students who asked that the safety of this student body be counted

as a top priority.
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Here is why my answer changed. Eventually, the club was able to meet with administration members about what more

UMW can do to prevent sexual assault and support victims and survivors. These meetings were productive and the

administration was open to our ideas. After one meeting with our Title IX Coordinator, Dr. Leah Cox, a group of us walked

home on College Ave. We had no posters, t-shirts or anything on our persons that would indicate that we were the

executive board of Feminists United. As the cars drove by we heard someone yell out a window “**** the feminists!” While

street harassment often leaves people with a feeling of discomfort and fear, this time was especially worrisome. Not only

were we confronted with an act of aggression, we were singled out and identified as “the feminists.”

Here is why my answer changed. It came to our attention at the end of last semester that the men’s rugby team performed

a chant one night at a party. The chant discussed violence against women, including murder and battery, sexual violence

against women, including assault, necrophilia and rape, and used derogatory words to describe the women in the chant. I

would ask the members of Mother’s Rugby to consider the words of Dr. Chris Kilmartin, a professor in our psychology

department: “Although the vast majority of the men are not sexual predators, their participation in these chants provide

support for the sexually aggressive men who were present. We should ask ourselves if we would be so comfortable if the

chants were racist in nature. Sexism is still an acceptable social activity in many sectors of society, and it has got to stop.”

Here is why my answer changed. As soon as Feminists United started affecting change on campus, we were faced with

aggression and hatred. To those who are responsible for the examples I have described please know one thing: Feminists

United will continue to push forward in trying to make UMW a safer and more equitable place for all students. We are not

going anywhere. We will not stop.

Paige McKinsey is president of Feminists United on Campus
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Fantastic statement, Paige. I am so saddened that these things happened, and for the vitriol directed at

Feminists United. As you said, there are numerous studies on the relationship between Greek life and sexual

assault. Making “fraternity stereotypes” analogous to racial discrimination is, at the very least, extremely

misguided, inaccurate and offensive.

January 29, 2015

STUDENT

I’ll remain annonomus here out of fear of being attacked from this club.

First off, drop the Greek Life thing. It’s over, our wonderful president silenced the student voice on that issue.

Second, I find it comical at best that “yik yak” is even mentioned in this article. Please, this is why so many

people question sources.

Third, I recall being yelled at my freshmen year from a car “f*** you freshmen.” I’m not out here saying the

university isn’t a college that supports it’s first year students.

Fourth, back to the Greek life thing. Just because there were students asking for something you may not want

doesn’t make them bad people. As I recall, the pro-greeks were willing to work with any educational, etc,

programs that the school thought would reduce sexual assault.

Fifth, rumor of a chant at a party is not a good excuse to call out a well grounded and respected club here at

UMW.

No one wants sexual assault, but there are right and wrong ways to doing things. Here at UMW, I personally

would be scared to report sexual assault (if it was a woman assaulting a man) because I know that there would

be plenty of people that would attack me and likely call me the aggressor.

Please, bash what I’ve said. I think this school is doing s wonderful job at supporting ALL people at this school.

No ones perfect but as long as we are working towards it..

Paige, I am sorry you feel this way, but from someone on the “opposing side”, we want the same thing, we just

have different ways of getting there.

January 29, 2015

Nikki O

Well said, Paige!

January 29, 2015

Leanna

Incredible how selfish people are when their worldview is challenged and they can’t seem to fathom

experiences beyond their own… I’m glad you’re bringing attention to this, especially since the campus

atmosphere hasn’t been publicly critiqued in this way before. While the article isn’t likely to change the minds of

the hateful and, frankly, immature people it mentioned, hopefully it’s a catalyst for action from younger

students who will get involved over the coming years.

January 29, 2015

Anonymous

I know exactly which rugby song you’re talking about. Did you know that women sing the same exact same song

but it’s about men? I don’t see any mention of that in the article. Also a lot of people are attacked on YIK yak for

stupid reasons I don’t understand how that’s a valid argument.

January 29, 2015
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James

Seems to me because a few jerks said some very rude things it reflects negatively on the campus. I think UMW

is feminist friendly and extremely progressive. I agree with “STUDENT” because I’ve seen first had how this

campus supports people.

January 29, 2015

Anonymous

I agree that umw is not a feminist friendly campus, but for different reasons. I am a feminist. I believe strongly

in feminist ideals. I am a woman. What I do not believe is that anger is the same thing as activism. In my

interactions with the feminist club I have found myself feeling attacked for being “not feminist enough” and I

disagree with a lot of the ways the club goes about getting things done. I don’t think that creating sides and

vilifying the other side in any way a feminist ideal. I believe those who are the most active in a movement are

frequently not representative of the people in the movement. Therefore, I believe the people who are in charge

of the feminist club and the ones “fighting” for “our” rights need to take a hard look at what they are really

fighting for and how they are going about doing it. So, I agree. Umw is not a feminist friendly campus, but I

know it has been in the past and it can be again.

January 29, 2015

SusanB Anthony

I know some of the people mentioned in this post. Be careful to categorize people as “teams”. 7 people singing

does not make a “team”. It is easy to sit back and write position statements like “this group is this” or “all these

people do this”. By doing that you have lumped whole pools of students that participate in a different sport in 1

pile and you now have become even worse than the people you are criticizing. Self righteous drama is horrible.

Why not find the 90% of hear campus groups that are good people rather than throw the whole group under

the bus? Of course you know everything…

January 29, 2015

Anonymous

I believe this school is very “feminist” friendly, if anything the only reason there is resistance from the student

body is because of the unprofessional way many members of your beloved club conduct themselves. On top of

the sneaky, forcfull, and judgmental way I’ve scene members try to get things done, I have personally been

judged and called out for not signing a petition that was, in my opinion, extremely disrespecting to men.

The only people hurting FUC is FUC.

January 29, 2015

Amelia Earhart

Hey Paige, I’ve heard the women’s rugby team sing 4 songs of the same style and the women’s soccer team (yes,

they are all women) sing the same songs. I eagerly await your article on this. You have committed the most

basic error of reporting of writing, you did zero research outside of your group and made blanket statements.

You lose a lot of credibility here and with me personally. It is not right that the other groups sing, but you

isolate a group that is not even the leader.

January 29, 2015

Billy Bob
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Paige, this entire article is full of error, poor journalism, lies, and manipulation. If you would have done the

smallest amount of research you quickly would have realized these chants are harmless and song by female

teams as well. You would have realized pro-Greek representatives said they wanted to work with the admin and

FUC to create programs that insured that the establishment of a Greek system did NOT mean the increase of

sexual assault. You would have realized that everyone is bashed on yik yak, not just feminist. You also would

have realized yik yak is far from a creditable source.

Open your eyes and stop judging this entire school based upon a few yakers, some dushebags in a car, some

people that want to see a positive change (Greek life) made at the school, and a chant.

Very bad look for both you and FUC.

This article shows the lack of integrity many members have already shown.

January 29, 2015

Anonymous

A lot of the comments above are bashing the idea of mentioning Yik Yak, but it’s actually an incredible indicator

of what people are actually thinking. I mean, that’s the point of the app, right? That when given the safety of

anonymity, people will be their most honest selves. So with that in mind, it can be incredibly scary and sad to

see so many people express such hatred and shaming towards women, racial, and sexual minorities. Because

people are shed of their obligations to be polite and those feelings lead to dangerous acts of violence and

aggression.

January 29, 2015

Anonymous

To reply to the person below…Here at UMW, men ARE the sexual minority…

I thought this was well known.

Still doesn’t make yik yak a good source. Most of those people just want to get under other people’s skin. They

don’t care who

January 29, 2015

idk

maybe if the people commenting negative things about this article would look up the definition of “feminism”

and actually educate yourselves on what the group stands for, you’d understand. while, yes, i agree that Paige

should not have used yik yak as a source or generalized rugby teams and pro-greeks, that’s the least of the

issue. how can you bash FUC, a group that is trying to enforce gender equality, and awareness/prevention of

sexual assault and violence against women? feminism is important. we NEED it. the few individuals who ARE

saying things like “fuck the feminists” and all that bullshit IS making an impression on those who don’t

understand the nature of feminism. because those people are giving not the club a bad reputation, but

feminism in general a bad reputation. if feminism has a bad rep, people will veer from it and we will never

achieve equality. maybe the club comes off strong, but try to look deeper. there’s a bigger issue, and feminists

are feminists for a reason.

January 29, 2015

feminist

Oh dear. Here come the #NotAllMen #NotAllSportsTeams, #NotAllFraternies comments.

I think you guys are missing the point. What if this article were written by a black student voicing her concerns

about race on campus in a similar manner to this article, and people responded with something like #NotAll

WhitePeople?

Completely. Misses. The Point.
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January 29, 2015

feminist

To Billy Bob’s comment: I didn’t realize rape jokes were harmless. I also didn’t realize they were funny. Gosh I

can’t wait to tell all my friends about what I learned today!

January 29, 2015

LyndonJohnson

The arguments made by some of these commenters are downright asinine. What I’ve seen repeated on here is

the general thought is that aggressive behavior and speech should be discounted because “women sing the

same chant” and “yik yak bashes everyone, not just the feminists”. Of course the views of a few don’t reflect the

views of the entire school, but the fact that these views exist at all indicate a less than an ideal campus setting.

Furthermore, as a student who had the experience of being part of one of the Greek organizations, I can fully

support the fact that attitudes held by many of the members contributed to the idea that UMW is not feminist

friendly. While I can’t say the same views are currently held by active members, the fact remains when a bunch

of college guys get in the same room together a hive mind almost certainly can take effect.

Paige, this article was very effective and well written. You made some very valid points and I hope you continue

your good work.

January 29, 2015

Grammarist

If you meant that Feminist United is trying to create change, then you should write ‘effect change’, instead of

‘affect change’. It’s one of those weird cases when effect is used as a verb.

Other than that keep fighting the good fight.

January 29, 2015

Cara

Paige – Thanks for writing a brilliant piece. I graduated last year, so UMW’s stance against greek life is still really

important and relevant to me. It floored me that this was passed right after the Rolling Stone article was

printed. (Yes, some of the facts of the article were inaccurate, but the overall point of the article remained

intact, and many of the horrendous things mentioned in the article WERE facts.) Greek life is one of the biggest

reminders of misogyny the US today and it’s ridiculous that UMW should want to embrace it after 100 years of

standing against it.

January 29, 2015

Billy Bob Again

Miss Feminist, as expected I have been miss quoted. Seems to be a recurring theme here.

I never said rape jokes were funny or harmless.

I never said the word funny, or jokes as a matter of fact.

I said “these chants are harmless.”

That’s it and I’m correct about it. In no way does Mothere Rugby or any other sports team that sings this same

song support rape culture.

It’s pretty bad when you can’t properly quote me when it’s literally written down for you.

I guess that’s how FUC does things though. You love to twist and tangle words to make them into what you want
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them to say.

As for you Cara, the Rollong Stones article cannot be called reliable. There was too many lies to be able to tell

what was true and what was not.

And to briefly discuss Greek Life… Just because UMW historically does not have it doesn’t mean it was against it.

It just means until now there wasn’t as large as a push for it. Nor can ANYONE site a RELIABLE statistic drietly

linking Greek culture with a higher sexual assault rate. There are too many other players to make such a broad

assumption. (Regardless we are talking about UMW, we HAD the opertunity to create a unique Greek System

unlike any other, where sexual assault rates actually drop)

I think we can all agree, the awesome president scienced the student body in this discussion with his decision.

He refused to even have the discussion.

January 29, 2015

John Doe

It seems to me that people are forgetting the definition of feminism. The combative nature of FUC and how they

seem to lump men into one giant category doesn’t help the situation. As a feminist on campus and a male at

UMW I personally ask myself why an organization who wants to have itself taken seriously is called FUC and

why every time I encounter their members they’re pointing the finger at me saying, “We need to teach men not

to tape.” As if we are monsters that cannot be controlled. If you ask me I think that UMW is more progressive

than most campuses but has a long way to go. I think that men, women and all others who identify as anything

should be supportive of equality a cross the board instead of stereotyping one specific group of people.

January 29, 2015

feminist

Bawdy songs that depict rape and violence against women for amusement are technically rape jokes. You stated

“those songs are harmless.” How is a song about rape sung for amusement *not* a rape joke? I don’t believe I

was misquoting you.

If singing songs about assaulting women “for the lulz” does not signify (perhaps unwitting) support for rape

culture, please tell me what constitutes supporting rape culture, because I am completely and utterly

dumbfounded.

January 29, 2015

Billy Bob Again

Even when I point out what I said I’m miss quoted…

“THESE CHANTS ARE HARMLESS”

Not

“Those songs are harmless”

I get it, same thing, but it just shows the amount of detail is taken in creating these arguments.

I’m sorry if you are offended by these chants, funny thing is, those are private houses hosting private events.

They can sing whatever the hell they want.

As long as nothing illegal is taking place, it’s okay.

I don’t get offended when the sing the chant “Jesus can’t play rugby”, why? Because I understand it is just a

chant… I’m catholic btw.

No one is incourageing any form of sexual assault. I don’t get mad at black jokes, I’m black. Maybe If we

stopped focusing on the minor things and started focusing on the big picture we would arrive much faster.

Back to the main point…

FUC is a horrible example of feminism, I believe in equal rights, so there for I am a feminist. You don’t get to

equality by bring everyone else down. That’s what FUC is best at. Male shamming, and if you disagree ask

around. I know plenty of people that have felt personally attacked by members of this club for disagreeing with

the way they were doing things. Men are not the problem. Humanity is.
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January 29, 2015

#AreyouHUMANenough

^ remember that campaign. FUC was all about it.

January 29, 2015

#AreyouManEnough

Sorry.. It was this one

Should have been Human though

January 29, 2015

UMW Student

Most of the “feminists” advertise themselves as the kind of people who think men are the root of any and all

evil…there was a damn sign hanging up for weeks implying that all men beat women and that domestic

violence was only initiated by men…

January 29, 2015

Bread The Pen

Feminists need to shut the fuck up, I was literally verbally abused by one for holding the door open for one.

January 29, 2015

in response to 'Bread The Pen'

One time a man was rude to me, so men need to shut the fuck up. One time a white person was rude to me, so

white people need to shut the fuck up. One time a basketball player was rude to me, so basketball players need

to shut the fuck up. Do you see what’s wrong with your logic? Don’t be a lawyer.

January 29, 2015

Friend

This is ridiculously simplifying all aspects regarding Ms. McKinseys argument as to why UMW is not ‘feminist

friendly’, but here’s my takeaway:

-Greek life advocates have personally attacked FUC members

-Anonymous app YIK YAK had insulting comments regarding FUC members

-Club Rugby is compounded into the ‘problem’because of offensive songs

Yes, all these events contain offensive, aggressive behavior being inflicted on the FUC (the rugby ordeal seems

very clumsily lumped into those events). In my view, that does not give an accurate gauge of the environment at

UMW. It gives the view of the environment among the FUC.

As far as feminist friendly campuses go, UMW has more open-minded and progressive students than this article

leads us to believe.

FUC is giving it’s biggest effort to push their idea of feminism onto campus, but it doesn’t seem like the rest of

the school agrees with the way they are going about it.

UMW is a feminist friendly school. It seems the FUC is being pushed around by a large population of students,
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but I wouldn’t go so far as to say that those students are against feminism, but more so against where the FUC

are choosing their battles. If the FUC seriously wants to become the leader for feminism at UMW, they have to

work to keep from isolating themselves from the rest of this university.

January 29, 2015

Confused Student

I agree with “friend” to a point.

FUC is certainly who the student body is resisting, mainly because of their radical views and unprofessional

emotional tactics. I believe this school is largely feminist, meaning the vast majority believe in equal rights.

FUC is the problem, they should consider talking a look at how they conduct themselves.

I do have to disagree with Friend when he said Greek Life Advocates have personally attacked FUC members. As

a matter of fact I’m not sure where this came from because from what I’ve read it’s the other way around. No

Greek like advocate has personally attacked anyone in FUC. They actually work WITH FUC to build a relationship,

it gets difficult however when the president is bashing the very organizations (UMW Greek organizations) that

try so hard to support their greater cause.

January 29, 2015

Scared Alum

Are you actually on the cusp of graduation from a liberal arts college when you are this ignorant and close-

minded?

I have no personal stake in UMW’s Greek life – I spent my time at UMW and was fine without Greek life – but to

say that you cannot have Greek life because it will lead to rape is profoundly stupid. Maybe UMW ought to get

rid of blacks because statistically they are more likely to cause crime? What about getting rid of gays who are

more likely to have HIV? I doubt you would be in favor of either of these measures, yet this is exactly what you

are advocating for.

I think you may want to consider bringing your thinking into the 21st century, because this notion that different

people, clubs or ideas cannot coexist is beyond juvenile.

Until then, I recommend you keep your mouth shut to avoid drowning the rest of the school with your diarrhea

of the mouth.

January 29, 2015

PRIVILEGED MALE

Apparently I attend a misogynistic and hateful University. Yeah yeah… I’m so privileged for being a man, I get it.

Rugby players are a bunch of women-hating neanderthals? Gotta love that feminofascism, using stereotypes

that support their worldview whenever convenient. Go join the caliphate if you desire so ardently to regulate

human behavior.

January 29, 2015

Professor

If you are interested in the empirical (look up the word, if you’re unclear on its definition) evidence regarding

the connection between Greek Life and sexual assault, here’s a link to one of two studies published in NASPA

(National Association of Student Personnel Administrators) confirming the connection:

http://www.academia.edu/163846/Foubert_J._D._Newberry_J._T._and_Tatum_J._L._2007_._Behavior_differences_seven_months_later_Effects_of_a_rape_prevention_program_on_first-

year_men_who_join_fraternities._NASPA_Journal_44_728-749

A pertinent paragraph:

http://www.academia.edu/163846/Foubert_J._D._Newberry_J._T._and_Tatum_J._L._2007_._Behavior_differences_seven_months_later_Effects_of_a_rape_prevention_program_on_first-year_men_who_join_fraternities._NASPA_Journal_44_728-749
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“Among men on college campuses, fraternity men are more likely to commit rape than other college men

(Bleeker & Murnen, 2005;Boeringer, 1999). Thus, rape prevention efforts often target fraternity men (Choate,

2003; Larimer, Lydum, Anderson, & Turner; 1999;Foubert & Newberry, 2006). Compared to their peers on

college campuses, fraternity men are more likely to believe that women enjoy being physically “roughed up,”

that women pretend not to want sex but want to be forced into sex, that men should be controllers of

relationships, that sexually liberated women are promiscuous and will probably have sex with anyone, and that

women secretly desire to be raped (Boeringer, 1999). Beyond the aforementioned quantitative findings,

qualitative research suggests that fraternity culture includes group norms that reinforce within-group attitudes

perpetuating sexual coercion against women. These cultural norms have the potential to exert powerful

influences on men’s behavior (Boswell & Spade; 1996).”

January 29, 2015

Student

In response to “Professor”, the study you found first off is nearly a decade old. Normally I would consider this

relative but in today’s terms with the recent uprising of awareness of rape culture, education on sexual assault

prevention, and general change in college culture concerning this issue, I think your going to have to find

something more recent.

Also, if you would read the entire article you would see that the point of the study was to see the effect of a

sexual assault program when given to fraternity men. As it turns out this program was successful. This was

EXACTLY what Greek advocates were proposing. They were all for doing programs of such nature to lower any

chance of increased violence.

There is a part in there that showed statistically that men who joined fraternities were more likely to commit an

act of sexual violence than non fraternity men. In truth, this proved my theory that fraternities do not “turn men

into rapist” (a quote I heard from a member of FUC).The statistics were taken before they ever entered college.

All that it proves is, people that are at a higher risk of committing sexual violence are more likely to join

fraternities in the first place. This has nothing to do with the fraternity. These kind of people were at risk way

before joining a fraternity. So to counter this fear of, “we don’t want to attract those kind of people,” I remind

everyone that we are UMW! WE DON’T ATTRACT THOSE KIND OF PEOPLE! Yes, not all of us are perfect and

unfortunately there are still crimes of that nature that happen here but think about it. That’s not the culture we

brew here. We are very aware of these problems and progressive in fixing them. Are we really that insecure that

we cannot learn to co-exist with groups of people that have Greek letters on their shirt? We preach acceptance

but we ban these groups from operating with the same rights as any other group here… That seems just wrong.

In the end, the Greek culture will continue to grow here at UMW, its up to us if we want to have ANY say in how

it is shaped.

“Professor” I hope you teach your classes better than you make your arguments. 

-Accept us or deny us, we are here, we are growing, like it or not… we are the future.

January 29, 2015

Really?

I don’t think UMW needs Greek life or FUC. Equality for all and leave rugby alone. If you don’t play, you won’t get

it.

January 29, 2015

Surrender Dorothy

I am presuming that most of you attend (or have attended) UMW, which I believe still requires incoming

students to take a ‘writing workshop, yet I find it amazing that the majority of the comments in this thread —

particularly those, it seems, in support of the author’s point — are rife with grammatical and spelling errors

(indeed, perhaps the school can consider this article and accompanying thread to constitute good evidence for

the continuing justification of said required course?).

Perhaps the FUC should spend more time and energy on helping prepare its members for future employment
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opportunities by focusing on practical skills (spelling, learning parts of speech / sentence structure, etc.) prior to

promulgating platitudes of their newly taken up ideological crusades…

January 29, 2015

Jen Nay Nay

Dorothy, rugby players and frat members casually misusing the english language is jsut like how they treat

sezual assualt

January 29, 2015

in response to Surrender Dorothy

…..or you could hop off your high horse and take your unnecessary comments elsewhere. just a thought.

January 30, 2015

Anonymous

All you need is love… Bah dah bah dah

January 30, 2015

Who is Professor?

Hey professor:

Great study. Totally irrelevant on this campus. Why won’t you sign your name to that? If you believe in your

research and you stand up to support FUC why not say your name? Maybe because FUC are simply bullies. They

make assumptions, name names and group people together that are guilty until proven innocent.

FUC calls themselves by the word “FUC” and the campus, that bashes anything that offends anyone is OK with

this?

I don’t want my mom, my grandmother, my sister seeing the “queen Mary” of all swear words on a banner,

whatever. I don’t discriminate against women, neither do my friends or family…. Professor, your post is

cowardly. Real scholars create original thought and don’t hide behind studies.

January 30, 2015

UMW Student

In response to a lot of the people defending this article…

First of all, stop rehashing old arguments just to try to bring unnecessary drama to this campus.

Second, don’t say y’all are innocent. You have been victimizing a group of students on this campus that have

done absolutely nothing to you.I remember various members of FUC that, during the town hall debate, started

yelling at many of their peers to leave this school just because they like the idea of forming a group/club that

only wanted to give people a way to strengthen friendships between their gender, because as it stands there is

no way for them to do that. Sometimes guys want to hang out with only guys and sometimes women want to

hang out with only women and no club right now promotes this. Also at said debate, while pro-greeks were

respectful towards whoever was speaking, there were numerous occasions of FUC members being disrespectful

and unprofessional by cheering and scoffing at whatever their opposition had to say.

Third , what is said in someone’s house is for them and them alone. Do not tarnish someone or even a group

because of something they do in the “safety” of their house with their friends.

Fourth, the UVA article was a complete farce. There was nothing true about it. There are many other articles
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online in much more credible sites/sources that say so.

To Professor…

That article is irrelevant to this discussion because of reasons previously stated in comments above. Also we are

UMW. There is no need to compare anything from another school to our UMW. Especially when happened long

ago and to a school with a vastly different atmosphere. I would have thought a professor would have been able

to find an appropriate article to support their stance. Maybe you were hoping that we wouldn’t read the rest of

the article?

In closing I am a feminist. I want equal rights more then anything. And the only reason I haven’t joined FUC is

because in my opinion they aren’t true feminists. They have shown time and again that they wish to be superior

to men.

January 30, 2015

another student

It wouldn’t be inaccurate to say that FUC might have a PR problem (especially if you look at the discussions on

the Facebook page…I know a few feminists who have left FUC because of the behavior on the page.), but that

does not mean that FUC is irrelevant, and that does not mean that Miss McKinsey’s statements are any less

valuable as commentary on real problems that female students and feminists (both FUC-affiliated and non-FUC

affiliated) face.

January 30, 2015

another student

UMW student: “They have shown time and again that they wish to be superior to men.”

I didn’t find that to be true at all when I was affiliated with FUC, especially among the leadership. Of course

there are a few radicals here and there that upset the group’s image and overall message (such is the nature of

radical voices: the loudest voices drown out the rest), and I found that to be upsetting, which is part of why I

left, but I am a feminist and still defend FUC’s purpose and mission.

I am sympathetic to the moderate leadership who have to deal with these radical/borderline misandrist voices,

and I understand that it must be very difficult to figure out how to handle it in a constructive manner.

January 30, 2015

UMW Student

I guess I should clarify. Because I have done the exact same thing I was “preaching” against.

I do not mean all of FUC, but there are a lot of radicals that I could name but out of respect I will not.

I deeply respect the mission of true feminists on campus, because it is a worthy cause, but FUC is going about it

in an very backwards way.

Also the acronym doesn’t help…At all…I don’t know if that was on purpose or not, but it was a truly bad idea.

January 30, 2015

Skeptical of your research

http://www.umw.edu/news/2013/01/22/umw-rugby-players-spend-weekend-in-service/

Maybe you could have, you know done some homework before writing an op-ed about your experience at a

party.

http://www.umw.edu/news/2013/01/22/umw-rugby-players-spend-weekend-in-service/
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January 30, 2015

Logic, Grammar, and Spelling Fascist

Sir:

It has come to my attention that one of your basic premises, may in fact be completely false. Possibly you labor

under the assertion that you are in college. From the logic, spelling, grammar, and punctuation employed by the

author and respondents here, I’m not sure you are enrolled in an English-speaking university. The many errors

serially, and not exhaustively explained:

Logic error: Can a tiny subset of a group stand in in legally or morally for a team of 30 or more men? Possibly

not.

“FUC:” Does your Grandmother know you chose this acronym. Surely, this draws the wrong kind of attention.

“Scene:” Possibly you mean “seen.”

“Assualt:” Do you own a dictionary?

“Completely. Misses. The Point.:” Where shall I begin. Are we writing in html now, in argumentative essays? You

may wish to consult with your English Department and get your tuition money back.

“dushebags:” It’s “douche,” from the French for to shower or spritz with water. Mon Dieu!

I have a brief recommendation to UMW students. Quite possibly you all should stop writing poorly though out

essays using questionable logic and word choice. If you want to be “seen” making the “scene” in the real world,

put down the vitriol and take up a grammar text. Fat, drunk, and stupid is no way to go through life.

-The Grammar/Spelling Fascist

January 30, 2015

UMW

I believe the issue raised when the Feminist United Club (FUC) conducted themselves in a very unprofessional

and disrespectful way at the open debate on Greek Life. While all pro-Greek advocates acted in a professional

and respectful manor (maybe that’s something they teach you in those “frats”). Ofcorse the school is going to

rally against them. They disrespected so many people, and since then they have managed to somehow show

their unprofessional to a good population of the school. You don’t get respect by insulting the very people you

wish to gain the support of.

I would say a good 95% of this school are true feminist! FUC would make up the 5% that arnt.

I still think Greek Life has a place here. They are willing to work with the school and FUC to enter programs to

stop any culture of sexual assault to ever form. Why not take advantage of that great opportunity. Not to

mention we could have some Sororities! WAHOOO! Wouldn’t it be cool if woman had the same opportunities as

men here…. wait, FUC is to blind to see that part of the equation.

January 30, 2015

Anonymous

God, I wish that we had a feminist group that wasn’t a typical bunch of hateful radfem bullies. I became a

feminist to seek equality with men and promote actual causes, not to censor and ban certain groups of people

by misinforming others with a manipulative, terrible article that cites “yakking” as its one and only source of

anti-feminist rhetoric at UMW.

Oh wait, you also mention the chant that was so sexist and misogynistic that my mainly-female drama club in

high school did it before productions. Did you not post the well-known chant because it would completely

undermine your point?

January 30, 2015
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patrick

That’s great that you’re a feminist and all. And that’s great that you embrace your body hair. But can you please

walk yourself over to the writing center and fix all that garbage I just read….

January 30, 2015

Anonymous

Just because people do not jump to join your cause doesn’t mean they are against you. Maybe your message

isn’t being delivered properly. Or maybe you are just being an a-hole about it.

January 30, 2015

Class of 2015

The acronym FUC, and all that it implies, was totally intentional. On a Tumblr page the feminists themselves say

“This tumblr is for the Feminists United on Campus (FUC… see what we did there?)” If they’re not willing to take

themselves seriously, why should anyone else?

January 30, 2015

Anon

I would just like to say that I think it is great that somebody is willing to do their best to stop sexual harassment

on campus. I was a student at UMW, was sexually harassed many times by members of the “frat” and members

of sports teams, and was raped and was forced to go to counseling while I was there. It’s a very sad, ugly truth

but there it is. I just hope that some day people will stop arguing over the term “feminist” and come to all

realize that we are all fighting for the same cause: sexual assault should not be tolerated. I hope nobody has to

go through what I did.

January 30, 2015

Anon

Uneducated and ignorant writing like this only hurts the cause. Most people respond to pieces like these with

negativity… resulting in fewer people wanting to join someone like Paige.

January 30, 2015

Lezbo

This is poorly written. When did the mens team have such allegations brought on to them? Where are the

compounding police reports? You want to know who the “predators” are on this campus. The lesbians….. They

prey on innocent freshman lesbians. They prey on straight girls. They will even prey on men at the bar to get

free drinks…..

January 30, 2015

Feminist

I dont go here anymore, but… I have a lot of experience working with UMW as well as many many feminist
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organizations. As for FUC, I personally would advise people to avoid associating themselves with a group like

this. They have a very serious Public Relations problem. From my time working in the field of feminism, I have

scene groups like this fail over and over again. In the end, they actually end up slowing the progress we as

feminist are trying to make. The organizations that succeed are the ones that don’t make enemies. In stead,

make friends.

Please, FUC, Paige, all members… Stop what you are doing. I work very very hard to further women and you are

not helping. I understand, emotions can sometimes get in the way but please please please. Take a look at your

tactics and think about the long term repercussions. By not allowing Greek life NOW, you are risking loosing the

opportunity to be a part of how it comes together and forms in the future. (It will eventually be at UMW full

force, like it or not).. For all you know, by then, FUC may be gone because of the enemies they made. I thank

you all for your love and support. I support your cause 100%. Just remember, PR is really… reallllly important.

January 30, 2015

on Campus

This discussion and forum that actually started as a slanderous attack have been really uplifting. It is so nice to

read various students and alumni saying enough is enough and asking FUC to act reasonable and not try to

bully everyone into believing everything they say. I think they should really apologize for attacking groups and

assuming the worst. It is wrong to assume that a whole group is one way once they get something in their mind.

I also think any professor that is empowering them to put something in print that they have not researched or

thought out is not doing their job. I will be personally complaining to administration every time I see FUC in

writing. Paige and her attacks and generalizations have totally turned me against a group I previously was fine

with and would have even supported with my time and effort. Paige, care to comment on your piece and maybe

back off attacking groups. Now would be the time to act like a woman and show some goodwill.

January 30, 2015

Girard Bucello

Perhaps I shouldn’t be shocked, but I am. The comments on this article range from the ignorant to the blatantly

hateful, and shows just how out of touch so many people are with the issues that affect so many on our

campus.

It is not Feminists United’s job to walk on egg shells for the sake of not offending people, least of all the

*minority* of students on campus who support school sponsorship of social fraternities. Nothing that Paige

wrote, or that Feminists United said at the town hall on Greek life, is factually incorrect. The claim that instances

of rape and sexual violence increase in fraternity settings is true—and an individual’s likelihood of committing a

sexual assault increases after having joined a fraternity. This has been extensively documented in scholarly

publications (http://bit.ly/1BA0jRF)(http://bit.ly/1vg2cqf)(http://bit.ly/1BA0BIc). Not acknowledging this is absurd

at the highest levels. Some have tried to draw a comparison to higher instances of crime among blacks, the

difference being that one cannot choose to be black, while one *can* choose to be a member of a fraternity.

The claim that fraternities conducted themselves with professionalism during the town hall is equally absurd.

They backed up none of their claims with statistics, instead offering promises of action on sexual assault (a line

that *all* fraternities repeat ad nauseum, regardless of the truth behind their words) and anecdotal evidence.

They claimed that they have a First Amendment right to a fraternity when, in fact, no one is stopping them from

assembling freely—they simply do not have recognition from the school, nor should they. No one is entitled to

a fraternity. Everyone who came to this university did so fully aware that there was no officially sanctioned

Greek life. Many students chose this university for precisely that reason. Do NOT insinuate that this is an issue

that has broad support. It does not. It was pushed through in backroom discussions and voted on when much

of the SGA was not present.

I’m not even going to address all of the ad hominem attacks here; you could have put some thought into your

response, and instead just decided to make a cheap shot that only demonstrates to me that you don’t actually

have something of value to add to the discussion. Instead of saying that feminists are ugly and don’t shave,

come back with an argument that one might *maybe* be able to call rational and rhetorically sound.

Oh, and unlike the cowards who post under “anonymous” or, better yet, the names of female pioneers like

Amelia Earhart (how very tasteless of you, by the way), I’m using my full name. My real name. Because, unlike

you, I’m not ashamed of what I say. I’m not afraid of someone stopping me and challenging me on what I say in

http://bit.ly/1BA0jRF)(http://bit.ly/1vg2cqf)(http://bit.ly/1BA0BIc
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real life. I don’t need a computer screen to separate me from the person with whom I disagree. Whatever your

opinion of Paige, she, too, has the courage to put her name next to what she believes. That’s far more than can

be said of most of you.

January 30, 2015

You didn't just go there

“Some have tried to draw a comparison to higher instances of crime among blacks, the difference being that

one cannot choose to be black, while one *can* choose to be a member of a fraternity.”

So it’s not a person’s fault if they commit a crime because they’re black?! That’s a really disgusting position to

take, Girard. What you seem to forget is that it’s a choice, and it is one that the individual makes; it doesn’t

inherently happen. With that being said, the frats at had plenty of support moving forward before the school’s

administration shutdown their campaign over the UVA lie. Additionally, I would avoid discrediting individuals’

movements because they are “a minority” considering all civil rights movements have been pushed through BY

MINORITIES.

January 30, 2015

Girard, please...

Your argument is as ignorant as they come. IF you were present at the town hall debate, you would have scene

the professionalism displayed by all the pro-Greek advocates and the LACK of professionalism displayed by

specifically members of Feminist United (ie. yelling, cheering, whistling, laughing, snide comments, and

accusations). THAT is when they lost support of the student body.

Also, if you want to talk about who the MAJORITY of students were siding with.. it was the Greeks. If i recall

correctly they had over 1000 signatures on a petition as the opposing side had less than 500. Based off those

numbers, this school, and the students WANT Greek life… It was a lie in a unfortunate article that drove the

(very anti Greek) president to shutting the voice of the student body down.

Good job writing your name, (bad job posting a bad link) but as for the rest of us. We are anonymous because

we don’t want to be made into FUC’s next victim..

Paige, I call you to respond to the comments we all know your reading. I call you to apologize to the people you

and your club have lied about, hurt, or insulted. We all are speaking up because we have had enough.

January 30, 2015

Amelia Earhart

Girard:

I am back and I just flew over UMW. I have a message for FUC – I Amelia would like FUC to focusing on facts. In

fact I’d like them to apologize like real women and learn to see the good in people. I’ll also let you know that I

would never name my group FUC – you set the people you claim to be most concerned about back about 20

years. Finally Girard, I wish I had some cojones like you do…it is very brave for you to sign your name to such

radical thoughts. Oops, I just crashed, I should not have been texting and flying. Maybe FUC will find me on this

god- forbidden island.

January 30, 2015

In Support of Fascism...

Apparently the difference between “scene” and “seen” is less obvious to some than others.

For those of you swimming about in the shallow end of the proverbial pool here, I suggest you avail yourselves

of the University’s writing center. (I’m sure you’ll be able to have a dynamic discussion with the author, when

you see her there.)
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January 30, 2015

Alumni

Paige- you need to realize that when you put your neck out about an issue you feel strongly against anticipating

disagreement and some anger is protocol. Were you surprised that some asshole yelled out of his car or people

bashed you on some forum? If you were surprised, clearly you didn’t think you were doing much of anything

with the voice UMW has been so nice to give you. They are so generous that they let your club call itself Fuc?

You couldn’t come up with something less abrasive?

It seems like you stir the pot pretty frequently judging by some of the comments (as well as your acronym) so

let me go ahead and say this: get used to sharp tongues. Grow some skin and shake that petty bullshit off; if

you’re really committed to your cause that is.

Sticks and stones.

As for your argument about umw being feminist friendly you’re completely wrong. You’re talking about a school

that has a female majority for the student who have few complaints. If that weren’t the case, basic Logic would

determine that the female population would drop. But it hasn’t.

The options UMW provides for their female students are phenomenal. All female boarding if you are so

inclined, a woman’s center, blue light stations every 100 yards, are you serious? What the fuck do you want?

UMW’s administration and staff are aware of the adversity women, men and hermaphrodites face at uni and do

a great job of accomodating everyone. Open your eyes. Give your school, nay, our school some credit.

For the majority of you commenting bottom feeders on here, stop sleeping through your English classes. You

need them. Paige you may want to heed this advice and attend a couple of McCarthy classes. Your article reads

like pig slop, he can help.

Finally…

What the fuck is a yikyak?

January 30, 2015

this post above is awesome ^^^

I have been just sitting back reading these and laughing. This post above summarized my thoughts as a recent

alum. I have watched this FUC group or group FUC or whatever they call themselves bully fellow students, bully

administration, and generally act like spoiled little bratty terrorists. I will stand up for UMW as it is, I will defend

student groups I don’t agree with and I will not become a victim of those that try to make this campus their

playground now and in the future. I find it shocking that given this forum that Paige and her FUC associates

can’t come up with an intelligent response to those calling on her to respond. Everyone seemed concerned with

the spelling and grammar (yes it is atrocious) but i am proud of the thought process laid out in quite a few of

these posts. All I see from FUC is a FUC viewpoint that groups that MIGHT be more prone to violence in the

FUTURE should not be part of UMW? Well FUC, I have news for you, the real world is cruel and you have to, you

must, learn to work with other people. I think that you should apologize for attacking groups that have good

elements – do you realize that when you categorize a group or a team in a certain way you encompass all of

their alums, their parents, and there faculty sponsors? My current boyfriend was part of a fraternity, and I have

to admit I was skeptical but have seen nothing but good from them. I don’t know as a woman if I want to live in

FUC-focused world? I have seen shirts that say FUC FOR YOUR RIGHTS? How is this allowed on the UMW campus

that does not allow anything threatening to anyone? I will be writing a letter to administration protesting your

name, your organization, your shirts and your bullying. You could apologize with another well-written piece and

I won’t complain but you won’t apologize. I cannot wait to see what the UMW leaders are going to do when I

and my roommate from Virginia Hall set a meeting, walk in and demand that FUC cease to exist as we find you

offensive and simply bullies wearing dresses. You are not leaders in any way, of any group, other than the one

you created and you have gone too far. To the men cheering them on – grow some, you don’t know FUC.

January 31, 2015

Anonymous
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Could someone please explain to me how “FUC for your rights” is in any way a threatening statement?

January 31, 2015

Student

Quick thought here.

“FUC for your rights”, lets break this down… FUC… hmmm, sounds a lot like an other word in the English

dictionary. Fuc+k.. get it? That’s what we call here a bad word. It has many meanings, but one is to have sexual

intercourse. So in some weird twisted way, your saying “fuc*k for your rights”. Personally, id rather protest, or

write a letter to congress or something. Simply put, it sounds like a bad word, and some people dont like bad

words. They hear bad words and feel uncomfortable and in some cases threatened. But whatever, not the end

of the world.

Also, I will stand with whoever said an apology should be made from Paige AND FUC. If not, I will be right with

that person demanding this group be removed for slander, bullying, lieing, and the outright disrespect of many

many men and women on this campus.

#REVOVEFUC2015

January 31, 2015

^^^ I am in agreement

She should apologize. UMW should get rid of FUC. Enough is enough. I think every student should bring this

discussion to their advisors and if they think FUC is offensive and bullies demand action. I’m not telling anyone

what to think, but if you feel the group is offensive say so. If you think they are bullies, say so.

Even better, write out your thoughts… Best, have your parents email administration. Think your mom round

think FUC is ridiculous? I bet she will.

January 31, 2015

To alumni!

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=yikyak&utm_source=search-action

I give you yik yak!

I didn’t know what it was either…

January 31, 2015

Yikkety Yak, FUC talks back

Yik yak: now we know where FUC gets their data on what people are really thinking at UMW. I just tuned into

this and I feel like FUC are bullies and do nothing to make me want to support their agenda. They twist around

facts, yell at people, threaten and just basically employ tactics that should never be on a college campus. Paige,

I’m happy to write you a personal letter but you won’t even read it.

What a horribly written piece of garbage that editorial was. All emotion, almost zero fact. Cast the net wide

enough and you might catch something. There are good people in the groups that wanted to start a frat and at

the clubs you attacked. To keep any credibility with myself and the 20 people that were talking about this

tonight you need to apologize, or all of us are going to administration.

We don’t want to see the word FUC again ever on campus. Do you understand how offensive this is to many

people?

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=yikyak&utm_source=search-action
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January 31, 2015

FUC, was this you?

I am asking a serious question here, the timing makes sense now. Since FUC apparently likes to sling poop all

over everyone wouldn’t this place some of their senior leaders in VA Hall at just the right time? There is more

fact in this assumption than 95% of what they throw out there. She who smelt it, may have dealt it:

http://blueandgraypress.com/2012/02/08/virginia-hall-defiled/

Care to respond to this? Wait, just because you were part of that group in VA Hall you did not dedicate all over

the place? But wait, you were a female on campus at that time? Does the logic of throwing every person

associated with a group now seem pretty crappy (or actually poopy). If you don’t respond that probably means

you were the unipooper. Love the comment “we probably thought it was a male, but…”

February 1, 2015

Anonymous

This is a terrible one sided argument , the whole argument about “misogyny” at UMW is based off of

irrationality. I personally don’t party or agree with the “party” lifestyle the Greek Life might bring but no one

seems to look at the pros of fraternities, people seem more interested in linking fraternities to rape

automatically. Anywhere where there’s a party and people are drinking, guy or girl you should make smart

decisions to keep you safe but yet feminist are more concerned about what women shouldn’t have to do. If

everybody in this world has to use judgement and smart decisions to stay safe on a daily basis why wouldn’t

women have to? It’s like feminist expect just because someone is a women they shouldn’t have to use common

sense.

February 6, 2015

Fleur de Lulz

Came for the butthurt on both sides.

Left happily amused.

Glad that even though the paper’s name changed, there’s still so much entertainment from you guys :’^)

February 7, 2015

Fleur de Poop

there is butt hurt all over campus due the fact that a group named FUC makes up their own drama and bullies

anyone in their way. Can’t wait to see what types of careers, jobs and whiny parents these nice people make.

March 24, 2015

Bleeding-Heart Hippie Idealist

Regardless of what you believe, who you stand behind, how much research you have or have not done, how

many fucks you do or do not give about any of the above discussion, and how shitty your writing skills are or

are not, I have a very simple blanket request: please just try to be kind.

Any young adult with any level of sociocultural awareness should be finding it difficult not to get swept up in the

rising tide of divisive vitriol that’s seeping into every part of our lives. I understand that you’re angry and

hurting; we’re all angry and hurting about something. I am too. But here’s the thing: nothing will ever change if

we aren’t able to calm down long enough to look each other in the eye and have honest, open-minded

discussions, and all that will come of hating on specific people and groups is more hating and hurting. The

http://blueandgraypress.com/2012/02/08/virginia-hall-defiled/
http://blueandgraypress.com/2012/02/08/virginia-hall-defiled/
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entire point of a liberal arts education is to encourage intelligent dialogues between differing perspectives, but

that’s only possible if people are willing to genuinely listen to anything but their own yelling. You can disagree

and argue without throwing shit at the other side, and you can abhor everything they stand for without also

hating them as people. Hell, if you can’t find it within you to not hate them, you can even hate the crap out of

them–and, get this!–still not be openly or anonymously dickish to them! I’m not saying to shut up when you

have something to say; by all means, speak out on behalf of your convictions. Just try to do it in a way that

furthers your position and improves society without tearing down anyone else. Expose the corruption and

cruelty, fight for justice and truth, and perpetuate goodness and equality wherever possible. Just don’t do it by

creating new badness and inequality and injustice and anguish elsewhere. The more animosity you personally

put out into the world, the more it multiplies around you. The best thing we can each individually do to stop the

cycle of immature, oftentimes painful drama is just to choose love over hate as often as possible, even when

those around us are viciously insistent in their hate. It sounds crazy [and perhaps comically sentimental], and I

suppose that’s because it is; if you’ve ever been privy to the torrid waste land that is the infamous Yik Yak, you

understand that even a small liberal arts school filled with relatively diverse, theoretically un-jaded young

people will never be a scene from Lennon’s Imagine. That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try.

I could have posted this comment on any number of places and under any number of conversation threads, but

I think that says more about how much we all need to think about what I’m saying than about my sappiness and

inability to stay on-topic. I chose UMW because it felt to me like a loving place, a [relative] oasis of compassion

and acceptance in a world overflowing with cruelty and bitterness. Please do your part to help it live up to that

impossible dream.
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EXHIBIT 3 
  



 
From: Paige McKinsey (pmckinse) 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2015 9:08:54 PM 
To: Leah Cox 
Subject: Meeting  
  
Dr. Cox, 
 
I wanted to reach out to you to see if we could reschedule our meeting for sometime next week. 
Just let me know what times and dates work best for you.  
 
I also wanted to reach out to you to ask if you knew of any updates involving the rugby team 
chants. Today the president of the rugby team along with other team members came up to me in 
Seaco. They didn't do anything threatening, the president just said he would be fine to talk with 
me. I told him I said what I needed to in my oped and asked that he stop doing the chants. He 
didn't respond and then walked away. While this does not seem concerning at face value, when I 
couple this interaction with the anonymous yaks and comments made against me, situations like 
this make me feel deeply unsafe as I have no way of knowing if some of these men wrote those 
yaks or comments. I was just hoping to know that administration is still planning on taking some 
sort of action.  
 
Thanks for your help.  
 
Paige  
Sent using OWA for iPhone  
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Entire College Rugby Team
Suspended Over Recorded 'Fuck a
Whore' Chant

Erin Gloria Ryan
Filed to: COLLEGE  3/23/15 2:30pm
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Rugby World Cup Final
2015 Rugby World Cup Final Packages - Contact Roadtrips for Custom Trip
roadtrips.com/2015_World_Cup_Final

One chilly afternoon in late November 2014, a few dozen students at the University of

Mary Washington gathered in a house about a half mile off their Fredericksburg,

Virginia, campus for a party at a house rented by rugby players. For a Sunday, the
mood was raucous, with students belting bar chants in celebration of a recent victory.

Then, as the singing escalated in enthusiasm and obscenity, one party attendee

surreptitiously took his cell phone out of his pocket and began recording.
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The video didn't capture any faces; its camera remained fixed on a coat for the

duration of the recording. Audio of the incident, obtained by Jezebel, captures raspy,

jubilant male voices, occasionally buttressed by female laughter.

The lyrics included the following:

Finally found a  whore (Finally found a  whore!)

She was right and dead. (She was right and dead!)

Well god damn son of a  bitch we're gonna  get it in! (God damn son of a

bitch we're gonna  get it in!)

Finally got it in (Finally got it in!)

Wiggle it all about (Wiggle it all about!)

God damn son of a  bitch I couldn't get it out (God damn son of a  bitch we

couldn't get it out!)

Finally got it out (Finally got it out!)

It was red and sore (It was red and sore!)

Moral of the story is never fuck a  whore!

The student, disturbed by lyrics referencing necrophilia, rape, and violence against

women, posted his clip to YouTube and reported it to the school's administration

days later, which triggered disciplinary proceedings against the team. On

Wednesday, March 18, four months after the incident, the administration handed

down a decisive verdict: the entire men's rugby team would be dissolved indefinitely,

and all 46 members of UMW's Mother's Rugby would be required to attend sexual

assault training classes. (At UMW, rugby is a club sport and is therefore not subjected

to NCAA sanctions.) The administration has told Jezebel that this is the last they will

comment on the matter. Like any college administration facing potential

embarrassment, they would like it to be over, and for the student body—which is

about two-thirds female—to move forward.

Of course, the real story of what happened that night in November and in the months

after is more complicated than the administration's delayed but clearly statement-

making decision would have you believe. This wasn't a victory over the dark forces of

misogyny as much as it was a parody-defying collision of 2015 collegiate caricatures:

a feminist organization feeling threatened by a song sung at a party to which they

were not invited and would have no interest in attending; a party full of co-eds

getting drunk and yelling a stupid, obscene song about sexually violating a



prostitute's corpse. A surreptitious cell phone recorder uploading the footage to

YouTube like a guerrilla journalist. A terrified college administration cloaking their

fear of lawsuits and negative media attention in righteously angry talk and scorched-

earth justice aimed, probably, at the wrong entity. Coaches and faculty

communicating with the media and with the administration, but not with each other.

A bizarre amount of diplomatic posturing. Yik Yak.

Mary Washington's still-unfolding rugby team debacle is the latest messy clash

between free speech and moral decency, fueled by the recent anti-sex assault push on

college campuses that has been years in the making. It's not the first, and it won't be

the last. But it makes for an informative look at the modern campus mini-crisis, now

often centered around a piece of offensive media that gets released.

When I reached Paige McKinsey, President of UMW's Feminists United on Campus

(FUC), she'd just returned from an afternoon at the White House; the club had been

invited as part of the President's commemoration of Women's History Month.

McKinsey wasn't at the party on the night of the November incident, and she says she

doesn't socialize with rugby players. But she did see and hear the recording, which

was taken by her friend, shortly after it was captured, and she encouraged her friend

to report the video's contents to administration.

Once the school began disciplinary proceedings against the rugby team, McKinsey

and the rest of the members of FUC met separately with the administration and were

assured that the incident was being taken seriously and would be handled to their

satisfaction. After that, FUC members found themselves scapegoated by their fellow

students at the small university. Messaging app Yik Yak, which allows college

students to relay their mental flotsam to the entire student body anonymously, filled

with hostile messages. McKinsey says there were "hundreds" of Yaks, all of them of a

similar tone:

* * *



Weeks passed, and nothing, from McKinsey's perspective, was getting done to

eliminate what she characterized as a song that perpetuated rape culture in a way

that made the entire campus feel unsafe. She felt she'd done her part by meeting with

the school's Title IX coordinator and administrators, and in response, she'd found

herself demonized on social media. In January, increasingly frustrated, she published

an op-ed in the student newspaper, The Blue & Gray Press, entitled "Why UMW Is

Not a Feminist-Friendly Campus." Her piece alluded to the rugby incident and

included a quote from a psychology professor, Dr. Chris Kilmartin:

It came to our attention at the end of last semester that the men's rugby

team performed a  chant one night at a  party. The chant discussed violence

against women, including  murder and battery, sexual violence against

women, including  assault, necrophilia  and rape, and used derogatory

words to describe the women in the chant. I would ask the members of

Mother's Rugby to consider the words of Dr. Chris Kilmartin, a  professor in

our psychology department:  "Although the vast majority of the men are not

sexual predators, their participation in these chants provide support for the

sexually aggressive men who were present. We should ask ourselves if we

would be so comfortable if the chants were racist in nature. Sexism is still an

acceptable social activity in many sectors of society, and it has got to stop."

McKinsey says that the comments on her piece "blew up" so dramatically that it had

to be shut down, but the 73 comments on the Blue & Gray's website didn't seem

much out of the ordinary. Then again, as a Woman on the Internet, I'm used to being

called a fascist, or worse—and, as somebody who left college long before rumors

could spring unbidden from student fingertips, it's easy to pretend that being swept

up in something like this wouldn't be rattling. In the insular world of a college

campus, being the target of anonymous and constant derision—or having your

justice-centered college organization labeled a hate group—can feel incredibly unsafe.

Although FUC and the men's rugby team were pitted against each other, the two

groups never met formally and continued to have little contact until February 20,

when McKinsey says that the president of the rugby club and several of his

teammates approached her in the dining hall. Paige says that the president extended

his hand to her and said, "We're open to chat whenever you want to." She responded

that she wasn't interested in meeting, and the men left.
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She later reported the incident to Lisa Cox, the school's Title IX coordinator.

"An entire group of men approached me," she says now. "It made me feel very

unsafe."

When the administration still had not exacted punishment by early March, FUC

began a campaign to nudge them into action. Rumors about the incident, the team's

response, and the administration continued to circulate. One UMW professor told

Jezebel that she'd heard that the team had been on the cusp of being disciplined

before appealing at the last minute and canceling scheduled sexual assault training

with the psychology professor, Dr. Kilmartin. Another individual close to the

disciplinary process said that the team had fought "tooth and nail" against their

original punishment (a 12-month probationary period and anti-sex assault education

sessions), and that the program's coaches were uncooperative.

On March 9, FUC members and concerned faculty and alumni released a transcript

of the rugby team chant. On the morning of March 18, Jezebel and several other

news organizations received the audio file. That afternoon, University President

Richard V. Hurley sent a cryptic message to students and staff:

Sadly, I am aware of recent situations in which our own students (groups

and individuals) have engaged in behaviors that I find repugnant and

highly offensive to members of our community. While I am disheartened by

the poor choices of some, I am renewed with the fervor to take action to

ensure accountability that will help to bring  about change in our culture. I

have worked directly with our administrative team to enforce our policies

and, more importantly, to uphold our community values. While the

outcomes may be painful for some, the message to all is clear:  At UMW, we

have a  right and responsibility to take appropriate action to address

unacceptable behaviors.

An hour later, Hurley informed the team of their punishment: they were assigned

mandatory sexual assault education, and the entire club was disbanded indefinitely.

Then came the tough-talk statement, which Marty Morrison, UMW's Director of

Media and Public Relations (whom I'd hours earlier contacted about a FOIA)

forwarded to me, and a follow-up email from President Hurley's email address ("Sent

* * *



from my iPhone!") that encouraged me to read the statement I'd just been sent by

Morrison. In years of reporting on college disciplinary proceedings, this is the first

time an administrator has ever responded to me directly. Hurley's statement reads:



At an off-campus party at the close of the fall 2014 semester, several

members of the UMW men's rugby club engaged in a  chant that contained

sexually explicit, derogatory, and violent language. Some students have

now been exposed to those offensive and lurid lyrics due to posting  by others

on social media.

No student on this campus should feel unsafe, ostracized, or threatened.

Understanding  that the offensive chant is antithetical to UMW values, and

will not be tolerated, the University pursued action against the men's rugby

club. At the beginning  of the current semester, sanctions were imposed on

the rugby club for willful violations of UMW's code of conduct for club

sports.

After an appeal by the accused, the disciplinary process concluded on

March 18 with this ruling:  All rugby club activities have been suspended

indefinitely. Further, each member of the men's rugby club is required to

participate in education and training  sessions regarding  sexual assault and

violence. UMW's Statement of Community Values informed the process and

response to this situation.

As I stated yesterday, the University will not stand for such behavior. It not

only violates our community values, it is not how members of this collegial

campus live, and it is not reflective of the Mary Washington we all know

and love.

University policies prohibit discrimination, harassment, threats, and

derogatory statements of any form. We pride ourselves on being  a  diverse,

accepting, caring  community, and we must live up to that ideal.

I urge anyone on campus who feels unsafe, ostracized or threatened to

immediately contact campus police or Dr. Leah Cox, Special Assistant to

thePresident for Diversity and Inclusion. She may be reached at

lcox@umw.edu or 540-654-2119.

Richard V. Hurley

President

mailto:lcox@umw.edu


Either Hurley means business, or Hurley's serious about making an example of the

rugby team—no matter their actual level of involvement in the incident in question.

It's tempting to lump Mary Washington in with other recent incidents of college

misbehavior: members of the University of Oklahoma chapter of the SAE fraternity

gleefully chanting the N-word on a charter bus, or the UVA rape debacle of this past

fall. But there are some key differences, some blurred-over facts.

First, while several students and faculty members who spoke with me stated that the

house hosting the party was a "men's rugby house," multiple sources close to the team

tell Jezebel that the house—located about half a mile from campus—is leased by two

rugby players and a third female roommate who is not on the team. The November

party was not an official team function, and only one of the rugby team members

who is actually on the lease was in attendance. Furthermore, school administrators

and sources close to the team agree that of the 46 players on the team, only eight

were present at the house party on the night of the recording; the other 38 were in

Maryland for a game, according to two individuals affiliated with the program. A

source estimates that of the dozens of students in attendance at the party, some were

varsity athletes who play non-club, NCAA sports at UMW. Many were women.

(Representatives of the women's rugby team declined to comment on their

attendance at the party, or their involvement in this or similar incidents.)

Team sources also insist that the club's leadership was made aware of the recording's

existence on December 1, and that officers responded swiftly to the charges. At that

time, the following letter was sent by a senior team member to the university

administration, shortly after the charges came to light and before they knew hard

numbers of who was at the party.

* * *
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I know that my teammates sincerely regret that this incident took place, and

that they had no desire to offend or denigrate anyone, despite how the song

sounds. I know that as a  longstanding  member of this club, this kind of

conduct does not reflect our usual behavior in any way. I have spoken with

the members present at the party and to the best of my knowledge there

were about nine female and four male varsity athletes, six female and two

male club athletes, ten male rugby players, and ten female and six male

non-sport affiliated students so I would not consider this a  rugby party, as

more of the team would have been there if it were. As far as the singing  is

concerned, I am told about eight to rugby players participated and about

twenty other students including  both men and women participated in

singing  the songs in question.

I think it is worth noting  that we have 47 members in our club and only ten

of those were in attendance and not even all of those members were

participating  in the singing  the songs in question. I am not arguing  that this

excuses us from our actions, but this certainly does not reflect how we

behave as a  rugby team, or even as individuals. That being  said, I also don't

believe that anyone intended harm or offense through singing. I think it is

safe to consider this an isolated incident and that our club will not tolerate

behavior of this kind or similar in the future by our members in any venue-

as a  group or individually.

We have already met as a  team and discussed the events amongst ourselves.

The leaders in our club made it very clear that this is not the kind of behavior

or singing  we want associated with our team or the University. It was also

expressed that this is not the kind of behavior or singing  our team has

exhibited in the past and we are going  to insure it never happens in the

future.

The team member behind the letter, who spoke with Jezebel on the condition of

anonymity, further detailed internal changes the team made after the recording's

release. Mother's Rugby would get more serious, they'd decided, paring out men who

used rugby as an excuse to party and cracking down on practice attendance. Some

members of the team voluntarily dropped out.

Though the team sources I spoke with indicated they were able, by a process of

elimination, to determine who was singing the song and who was at the party that

night, they wouldn't specify if any individuals had been disciplined.



The rugby player behind the letter further clarified that the team didn't appeal their

punishment because they were against being punished wholesale. Rather, the team

didn't find a 12-month probationary period appropriate, because they didn't think it

was fair to punish incoming freshmen for the sins of their elders. They also took issue

with the fact that their sexual assault training was to be conducted by Dr. Kilmartin,

the faculty member quoted in McKinsey's op-ed saying that "not all" men were sexual

predators. The quote's implication that some men are sexual predators (perhaps

some rugby players!) indicated that Kilmartin's training would be, in the words of the

team member, "a hostile environment."

Dr. Kilmartin, who has worked extensively with the U.S. military on anti-sexual

assault efforts, told me he had looked forward to meeting with the rugby team. He'd

even discussed the incident in his section of The Psychology of Men course (of the 25

class members, 24 are women, and the single man in class happened to play on the

rugby team). He says his scheduled meeting with the rugby coaching staff was

cancelled at the last minute. "I've let the administrators know that I'll do training for

them if they want," he said.

Dr. Kilmartin and rugby team leadership have not yet met in person, but the

professor reported that recently, he saw what he thought was a rugby team

demonstration. "Five men [were] tossing a rugby ball around right in the middle of

campus," he said. "I wondered if this was their form of protest. They weren't yelling,

they didn't have any signs, but they were throwing a rugby ball around. I've never

seen a rugby ball on campus before."

Tossing a ball around on the quad is not a form of protest I'm familiar with, but then

again, I'm not a college student in 2015.

Of course, the lyrics that launched a thousand Yik Yaks don't belong to UMW's

Mother's Rugby. The chant is an amalgam of several "pub" songs that have been

passed along from teammate to teammate, team to team, college to college. The bit

about having sex with a dead prostitute and catching an STD is from a song called

"Walking Down Canal Street." Rugby players of various ages, genders, sexual

orientations, and geographic locations have relayed to me other team songs that take

sophomoric obscenity even further: There's one about Jesus being bad at rugby

because he has holes in his hands and he's dead. There's also "I Used to Work In

Chicago," a chant about being fired from a job over being an insatiable sexual deviant

* * *
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(for example: "A board she wanted, nailed she got"). Here's a recording of a different

rugby team singing that song, similar, in its sexually violent tone, to the chant that

got Mother's Rugby in trouble.

Like the frat cheers that get drunk 18-year-old bros suspended, rugby songs are often

violent and sexual in nature. But the dozen male and female rugby players I've

spoken with didn't feel like they were—to use that rather collegiate term—

problematic. One former rugby player at a large public university explained that the

songs were "purely silly." She went on:

We had a  pretty diverse team racially/sexually, and everyone sang  them. If

people made you drink because you messed up a  lyric, you felt more like you

fit in or were accepted. We were playing  a  sport that's one of the few that

has nothing  to do with finesse or attractiveness, and there was a  sense of just

wanting  to be as hard as motherfuckers and tough and playing  through

insane injury and singing  stupid songs while drunk. In a  related note, we

were idiots.

When I raised this issue with Dr. Kilmartin, he responded, "Well if it's rugby culture,

it's gotta change. Because it's destructive and it's not keeping in line with our values."

Kilmartin further pointed out that the sort of misogyny on display in the chant is

somehow more socially tolerated than bigotry against other groups. "I wonder if the

songs had been racist instead of sexist if the response would have been swifter," he

added.

It's true, at least, that songs celebrating outright racism are rarer than music laced

with misogyny, which hardly starts or ends at the University of Mary Washington, or

with rugby teams, or with organized sports in general. When I was in college,

Ludacris's "Hoes in Different Area Codes" was on heavy rotation, and Akinyele's "Put

it In Your Mouth" would always inspire party sing-alongs, from men and women

alike. Party song lyrics are as often as vile as the cheap vodka shots served up to

accompany them. Could a student in attendance at a theoretical future party film

revelers singing along with, say, Lil Wayne or Adam Levine, and then turn it into

administration on the grounds that popular music makes them feel "unsafe"?

But, back to the dead whore getting cheerily fucked in a bar chant: The Mother's

Rugby team has not expressly attempted to defend the song. The player who spoke to

Jezebel insisted he was "ashamed and appalled" when he first read the transcript,



and that violent songs aren't part of team culture, and that he'd never heard this

song before.

When I asked him about the time several rugby team members intimidated Paige

McKinsey in the dining hall, he said, "Our president was trying to open the

conversation."

"There's no bad blood between us and the feminists, on our end," he added. "I

consider myself a feminist."

As somebody a decade removed from a fairly conservative college experience, I was a

little taken aback by the incredible institutional pomp surrounding this story. But to

colleges operating in the current political climate, what Mary Washington's

administration did makes a loopy sort of sense.

After decades of lackadaisical attention to sexual equality (and—to indulge my

cynicism—with a very important election coming up in 2016), the Obama

administration has cracked down on schools that run afoul of Title IX. The law has,

to date, landed more than 90 American colleges and universities in hot water with the

Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights. While many of the complaints

originated with colleges' mishandling of sexual assault cases, Title IX is much bigger

than rape.

"If a school knows or reasonably should know about discrimination, harassment or

violence that is creating a 'hostile environment' for any student," explains Know Your

IX, "it must act to eliminate it, remedy the harm caused and prevent its recurrence."

Title IX even applies to students who don't directly experience sexual harassment or

discrimination.

As Judith Shulevitz writes in "In College and Hiding from Scary Ideas" in this

Sunday's New York Times,

* * *
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[Universities are] required by two civil-rights statutes, Title VII and Title IX,

to ensure that their campuses don't create a  "hostile environment" for

women and other groups subject to harassment. However, universities are

not supposed to go too far in suppressing  free speech, either. If a  university

cancels a  talk or punishes a  professor and a  lawsuit ensues, history suggests

that the university will lose. But if officials don't censure or don't prevent

speech that may inflict psychological damage on a  member of a  protected

class, they risk fostering  a  hostile environment and prompting  an

investigation. As a  result, students who say they feel unsafe are more likely

to be heard than students who demand censorship on other grounds.

But in avoiding one kind of legal trouble, University of Mary Washington

administrators may have gotten themselves in another. Rugby chants about sexually

violating dead prostitutes likely aren't what the Founding Fathers had in mind when

they wrote the Constitution, but the way the University of Mary Washington punished

its rugby program for speech at an off-campus, private residence is the sort of thing

that raises flags for organizations like The Foundation for Individual Rights in

Education.

"The University of Mary Washington is a public institution and is therefore legally

bound to respect the First Amendment rights of its students and faculty members,"

FIRE attorney Will Creeley told me last week. "Exceptions to the First Amendment

are limited to a narrow subset of precisely defined categories, and the Supreme Court

has made clear that there's no First Amendment exception for speech that is simply

offensive, even if it repels many, most, or even all who encounter it."

Creeley further explained that not every instance of "speech" is protected for all

classes of students. Student-athletes, for example, can be punished for yelling

expletives at their coaches during practice or be held to a higher standard of behavior

from non-athletes without having their free speech rights violated. "But discipline

that goes beyond athletics—for example, a suspension from not just the team, but the

school itself—would have to pass muster under the First Amendment at a public

institution," added Creeley.

Certainly, nobody has a constitutional right to play for a rugby club in college and to

be exempt from standards of behavior, and schools should be able to require athletes

to act respectfully. A rugby team getting disbanded isn't the same thing as an SAE

member getting kicked out of school for yelling the N-word. All of the school's

punishments have been on the team without singling out individuals involved. But

http://jezebel.com/org


when I filled Creeley in on what details of the incident I knew—that it wasn't an

official team event, that only eight members of the team were present, and that the

audio couldn't establish who was and wasn't singing—he responded that he found

the case "troubling."

In Fredericksburg, meanwhile, both the feminists keen to enact cultural change and

the rugby players who insist theirs isn't a culture that needs changing continue to

experience fallout from this week's events.

The social media deluge against McKinsey and her fellow club members continues.

"As far as our group being ok I will say that this backlash has not stopped our group

but it had made many members, myself included, deeply uncomfortable," she writes.

"While no one to my knowledge had been physically harmed the psychological effect

of these yaks and comments are troubling."

The rugby team, meanwhile, fears that this incident will stain the futures of

individuals poised to graduate into the professional world. Two members of the team

have received calls at work from individuals who sought to demonize them for the

chant incident. Neither of them was at the party the night the recording was taken.

One of the team's coaches has seemingly scrubbed his information from the web.

Dr. Kilmartin, reflecting on the disciplinary proceedings, says, "Am I satisfied? I'm

not satisfied with the timing; it should have happened immediately. We have audio

evidence of what was going on. And the other thing that could have happened

immediately was 'Let's get together and solve this problem.'"

"This will be effective in starting a dialogue and starting a conversation," McKinsey

said. When I asked her if anybody on the rugby team has made any attempts to make

contact apart from the brief, weird exchange in the dining hall, she told me nobody

had reached out, save for some talk she initiated about a "mediated meeting" between

the team and FUC.

The rugby player said that while the team will gladly fulfill the education requirement

put forth by the disciplinary committee, he was dismayed at the way things were

handled by the administration. When I followed up with a team source I'd been

communicating with all week for further comment on whether or not they'd tried to

set up a meeting, a talk, anything  with FUC, Dr. Kilmartin, or Paige McKinsey, the

email bounced back.

* * *



In the hours of interviews I conducted with people on both "sides" of this cartoonish

controversy this week, everybody—individually—told me that they were excited about

starting a dialogue, or a conversation, or an exchange. But there's no exchange

happening; to my knowledge, nobody has made sincere, non-window dressing

attempts to meet with each other without the flinching presence of the

administration. And the administration has taken such a hard stance that it can't

really back down from without drawing more ire from the two parties.

Disbanding the rugby team hasn't changed the fact that the hostile reaction of a

portion of the student body that has made students at the center of controversy feel

like their safety is threatened. It hasn't unsung the song, it hasn't unshaken members

of FUC, changed rugby culture, eliminated misogyny, or even punished the right

people for their missteps. It hasn't united a campus that is, like many campuses,

engulfed in an ideological tug-of-war between those who say they value tradition,

those who say tradition victimizes them, and those who just happened to be at the

party with eight members of the rugby team, laughing in the background of a song

someone else was singing.

Contact the author at erin@jezebel.com.

Photo via umw.edu.

MsM Erin Gloria Ryan
3/23/15 2:46pm

a

I have to admit, this is a song that we (by we, I mean a bunch of girls) used to

sing as young teenagers at Pony Club in the very early 90's. We all thought we

were very funny.

Though in our version the whore wasn't right and dead, she was tight and thin.

ruggerbabe19 Erin Gloria Ryan
3/23/15 2:47pm

a

Oh boy.

Well I've sung a version of this song many times - honestly ours was really sex

positive, except for the whole necrophilia thing, as well as others equally

horrible. I don't honestly know how to explain it. Yes it's horrible, yes it's stupid,

yes we were drunk as hell. But rugby was one of the best environments for me

as a woman and as a human being. It taught me to love my body, to feel strong

and powerful, to stick up for myself and find my own voice.
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Idk. I'm sure this will get a lot of hate, but that was my experience.

And yes for the record I am a rape survivor, before anyone pulls that.

SolutionsCost Erin Gloria Ryan
3/23/15 2:43pm

a

There is a race going on to see who can be the most despicable group of people

society has to offer between bad cops, bad frats and bad athletes. I have a

feeling that this will end in a photo finish.

Erin Gloria Ryan SolutionsCost
3/23/15 2:49pm

a

Actually, if you read the whole piece, only 8 of the team's 46 members were

even at the party (the others were away playing a game), the party wasn't an

official team event, and the way they've been characterized by the

administration isn't exactly reflective of the reality, which is much more

complicated than "SPORTS GUYS ARE BAD!"

Doandroidsdreamofelectricsheep Erin Gloria Ryan
3/23/15 2:53pm

a

This is really interesting. I actually emailed Erin about it (think i may have

tipped her off about Chicago song, not that its any great secret). I do get her

point that suspending/banning teams without anything happening after

doesn't seem to serve much point, seems like an easy way for schools to get

away with looking like they are doing something without addressing any

cultural issues. At least I think that's her point, unless I'm spectacularly missing

it.

Chicago also can be a fun song to be fair, with some lyrics being nasty (it's also

played by both genders and the gender of the customer is reversed often when

women play it). Some of the combinations are nasty though like the one

highlighted.

(Sorry if this comes up twice but it wasn't showing up for me!)

Erin Gloria Ryan Doandroidsdreamofelectricsheep
3/23/15 3:02pm

a

A few people mentioned the Chicago song; it seems to be a rugby fave.
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And to your point about ham-fisted discipline as PR for colleges — bingo.

You're exactly right.

Doandroidsdreamofelectricsheep Erin Gloria Ryan
3/23/15 3:12pm

a

Yeah sorry I didn't mean to seem like I had sent you directions to finding the

Holy Grail, I just wanted to feel important and not a mere mortal. 

Yaayyy :)
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Sexual Harassment and Consensual Relations Policy
I. Policy Statement

The University of Mary Washington will not tolerate sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is a

form of sexual discrimination and as such is illegal behavior. Moreover, sexual harassment would

subvert the mission of the University by undermining the positive working and educational

environment the University is committed to providing for all students, University personnel, and

visitors.

The University’s administrators and supervisors are responsible for taking reasonable steps to

prevent and remedy sexual harassment. Such steps include educating the University community

about the accompanying definitions and procedures, encouraging persons who think they have

been sexually harassed to come forward, and vigorously pursuing violations of this policy.

II. Definition of Sexual Harassment

A. Sexual harassment is distinguished from consenting sexual behavior by the

introduction of the element of coercion. In identifying incidents of sexual harassment,

the University of Mary Washington follows guidelines set down by the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission in “EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because

of Sex” (29 CFR Chapter XIV, 1604.11). The relevant guidelines, as modified slightly to fit

an educational institution, are as follows:

Harassment on the basis of sex is a violation of Sec. 703 of Title VII [of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act]. Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or

physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when (1) submission
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to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an

individual’s employment [or education], (2) submission to or rejection of such conduct

by an individual is used as the basis for employment decisions [or educational

decisions] affecting such individual, or (3) such conduct has the purpose or effect of

unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work [or academic or extracurricular]

performance or of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working [or

educational] environment.

As indicated by the definition above, a faculty member or supervisor may be guilty of

sexual harassment if he or she unfairly exploits the power inherent in his or her

relationship to students or subordinates. Sexual harassment may also take place in

situations in which coercion is a factor between persons of the same status (e.g.,

student/student, faculty/faculty, staff/staff, administrator/administrator) or in which a

subordinate acts coercively toward a person of higher position (e.g. a student toward a

faculty member, an employee toward a supervisor). It may involve the behavior of a

person of either sex against a person of the other or same sex.

Further, sexual harassment may involve acts that are not themselves coercive but that

create an environment that is hostile, offensive, or intimidating for an individual who

has to work or study there. Such sexually harassing acts thus may affect not only the

person who is their target but also others in that setting who witness the acts.

B. The fact that someone did not intend to sexually harass another is generally not

considered a defense to a complaint of sexual harassment. It is the effect and

characteristics of the behavior that determine if the behavior constitutes sexual

harassment. The University will consider charges of sexual harassment on a case by

case basis. In determining whether conduct constitutes sexual harassment, the

University will consider the facts of the incident or incidents as a whole, including the

circumstances or context in which the incident(s) occurred.

III. Examples of Sexual Harassment

Listed below are some types of behaviors that, according to legal precedents, may constitute

sexual harassment. This list is not exhaustive.

1. Physical molestations;

2. Threats or insinuations that a person’s employment, wages, academic grade,

promotional opportunities, classroom or work assignments or other conditions of

employment or academic life may be adversely affected by not submitting to sexual

advances;
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3. Demands for sexual favors accompanied by implied or overt promises of preferential

treatment with regard to an individual’s employment or academic status;

4 . Offers of money or rewards for sex;

5. Unwelcome patting or pinching, constant brushing against another employee’s or

student’s body, repeated brushes or touches;

6. Pressure for sexual activity, including repeated requests for social contacts after a

person has indicated no interest;

7. Unwelcome and repeated verbal expressions of a sexual nature, including sexual

commentaries about a person’s body, dress, appearance, or sexual activities;

8. Unwelcome and repeated use of sexually degrading language, jokes, or innuendoes;

unwelcome and repeated suggestive or insulting sounds or whistles; sexually

suggestive phone calls;

9. Sexually suggestive objects, pictures, videotapes, audio recordings, or literature,

placed in the work or study area, that may embarrass or offend individuals. Such

material if used in an educational setting should be related to educational purposes.

IV. Consensual Relationships

A. Although consensual relationships between persons of different power levels (e.g.,

between a faculty member and a student or between a supervisor and an employee) do

not constitute sexual harassment, they raise serious concerns and may lead to

difficulties. Such relationships may give rise to claims of sexual harassment in one or

more of the following cases:

1. Third parties are adversely affected in their academic or employment

opportunities because of a consensual relationship between others.

2. A consensual relationship creates a hostile, offensive, or intimidating work

or learning environment for third parties.

3. A consensual relationship ends, but one of the parties continues to pursue

the relationship after being notified repeatedly that such conduct is no

longer welcome. According to legal precedent, mutual consent may not be

an adequate or acceptable defense against a charge of sexual harassment.

B. In a relationship that involves a power differential, the person in power (e.g., faculty,
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supervisor, etc.) must do the following:

1. Distance himself/herself from any decision that may reward or penalize

the other individual.

2. Disclose the nature of the relationship to the appropriate administrative

supervisor, who then will take steps to ensure equitable treatment for all

concerned.

INTRODUCTION TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

I. Scope of Procedures

A. These procedures cover cases where the alleged harasser is a University employee

and the complainant is a student or University employee. All members of the University

community, full-time and part-time, have the right to bring a complaint under these

procedures.

B. These procedures do not apply to the following:

1. Alleged harassment by students; see Student Conduct Policy

2. Alleged harassment by persons from outside the University community

(contractors, visitors, vendors, etc.); see AA/EEO Officer and/or University

Police

II. Definition of University Community

For purposes of these procedures, the “University of Mary Washington community” refers to all

students, teaching faculty, administrative faculty, classified staff, and hourly employees.

III. Options for Resolving Complaints

A person wishing to bring a sexual harassment complaint can use the informal procedure and/or

formal procedures.

A. The purpose of the informal procedure is to resolve the complaint as quickly and

simply as possible.
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B. The purpose of the formal procedures is to resolve complaints through official

channels. Sanctions are possible only through the formal procedures.

IV. Definition of Working Days

“Working days” refers to the normal work schedule (Monday-Friday, excluding official University

holidays). If either party is a student or teaching faculty member, the procedures may be

suspended during times when classes are not in session by written consent of both parties.

V. Multiple Complainants

For purposes of these procedures, the term “complainant” refers to one or more persons bringing

a complaint against an individual.

VI. Confidentiality

Individuals involved in matters arising under these procedures will take all reasonable steps to

ensure confidentiality. Names of the complainant and the alleged harasser will not be released

without their consent. Breaches of confidentiality may be deemed to be a violation of this policy

for University employees or a violation of the conduct policy for students.

INFORMAL COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

I. Purpose

A. The purpose of the informal complaint procedure is to resolve the complaint as

quickly and simply as possible. The use of the informal complaint procedure is optional.

It is not a prerequisite to exercising rights available to the complainant under the formal

complaint procedures or other avenues of redress.

B. The University cannot take disciplinary action against an alleged harasser under the

informal complaint procedure. Disciplinary action is a sanction available under the

formal complaint procedures.

II. Procedure

A. The president annually appoints faculty, staff, and students from the University

community to serve as contact persons under this policy. These individuals receive

specific training on sexual harassment issues, including this policy, the handling of

complaints, and the legal ramifications of sexual harassment. Complainants are

encouraged to seek out one of the designated contact persons to address their

concerns. Contact persons counsel complainants about the options available to them
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under this policy, hear specific complaints of sexual harassment, refer complainants to

appropriate resources, and if requested by the complainant, assist in resolving informal

complaints.

B. Resolutions of informal complaints may include a conversation between the contact

person and the alleged harasser, a letter written to the alleged harasser, or other

informal actions. Informal complaints do not require a written statement from the

complainant. In no case will a contact person inform the alleged harasser of the

complainant’s identity without the written consent of the complainant.

C. The use of the informal complaint procedure does not preclude an individual from

using the formal procedures.

Formal Complaint Procedures

I. Purpose

The purpose of formal complaint procedures is to resolve sexual harassment complaints through

official channels.

II. Filing the Complaint

A. Formal complaints must be filed with the AA/EEO Officer within one calendar year

from the date of the alleged harassment. The complainant must be (or must have been)

a member of the University community at the time of the alleged harassment.

B. The complaint must be in writing and must be signed. It must describe the alleged

behavior and state the remedy sought.

C. Within 3 working days of receiving the complaint, the AA/EEO officer will give the

alleged harasser a copy of the complaint.

D. Within 10 working days of receiving this notification, the alleged harasser must

submit a written response to the AA/EEO officer. During this same period, both parties

may also submit written statements from witnesses or other persons involved in the

case. The AA/EEO officer will provide copies of all documentation to the other party for

review.

E. Following the submission of written materials, the complainant may decide to pursue

either a negotiated settlement of the complaint or a panel procedure. Either party

retains the right to refuse participation in a negotiated settlement and proceed to a

panel procedure.
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III. Negotiated Settlement Procedure

A. A complainant starts the negotiated settlement procedure by notifying the AA/EEO

officer in writing. The officer immediately seeks the alleged harasser’s willingness to

pursue a negotiated settlement. The alleged harasser must respond in writing to this

request within 5 working days. If the alleged harasser agrees to pursue a negotiated

settlement, the AA/EEO officer has 20 working days to negotiate the settlement. If the

alleged harasser does not respond or agree, the complainant may initiate the panel

procedure.

B. The AA/EEO officer will meet separately with each party to discuss the complaint and

the response, and to try to work out a settlement. Either party may also bring an

advocate to his or her meetings with the AA/EEO officer. But the complainant and the

alleged harasser will not meet face-to-face as part of the negotiations.

C. Any negotiated settlement must be approved in writing by the complainant as well

as the alleged harasser, his/her supervisor, the AA/EEO officer, and any other

appropriate administrators. If the appropriate administrators do not approve the

settlement, the parties may elect to start the procedure over again, or they may initiate

the panel procedure.

D. A complainant who pursues negotiated settlement reserves the right to the panel

procedure if a settlement is not reached.

E. If a settlement is reached, the AA/EEO officer is responsible for implementing it. The

AA/EEO officer will keep the complainant fully informed of the status of the settlement

until its terms are satisfied. Should the complainant inquire in writing about the

settlement’s status at any time, the AA/EEO officer must respond in writing within 10

working days.

IV. Panel Procedure

A. Initiating the procedure

1. A complainant initiates the panel procedure by notifying the AA/EEO

officer in writing.

2. The Provost chair

s the panel. He/she informs both parties, in writing, of the time and place of

their panel interviews.
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B. Panel membership

1. At the beginning of each academic year, the Provost will generate a panel

candidate pool, consisting of 35 full-time, continuing University employees

chosen at random and proportionately representative of the teaching

faculty, the classified staff, and the administrative faculty. These employees

will receive training in sexual harassment law, policy, and procedures.

2. When a complainant initiates the panel procedure, the President will,

within 5 working days, choose 15 persons from the candidate pool and send

their names, in writing, to both parties.

3. Within 5 working days from the President’s notification, each party may

disqualify up to two candidates from the President’s list by notifying the

President in writing.

4. Within 5 working days after receiving the names of disqualified

candidates, the President will appoint a panel of five members from among

the remaining candidates.

C. Panel Interviews and Recommendations

1. Within 15 working days from the assembly of the panel, the panel will

interview each party. These interviews will take place separately, and each

party may bring his/her advocate to the interview. The interviews are not

intended to be conducted as a court proceeding, and the panel is not bound

by the technical rules of evidence. Although the two parties will not face

each other, each party will hear the interview of the other party via live

audio. A record will be made of all panel interviews.

2. Each party may submit names of witnesses and/or additional written

statements to the panel during this 15-day period. The parties may agree in

writing to a reasonable extension of this time frame.

3. If the panel desires, the Provost may request written statements from the

witnesses. The panel may decide to interview some or all of these witnesses,

and each party will hear these interviews via live audio, if they so choose.

4. The panel may solicit additional information from the witnesses, alleged

harasser, and/or the complainant, in order to make a decision.
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5. Following the interviews and a review of the evidence, the panel will

render a judgment by majority vote (3 votes). If, in the judgment of the

panel, sexual harassment has occurred, the panel will recommend an action

or actions, also by majority vote. The Provost only votes in case of a tie.

6. The Provost submits the panel’s recommendation(s) to the President and

the parties within 5 working days of the panel’s decision(s). Recommended

actions may include (but are not limited to) the following:

a. written warning

b. suspension

c. probation

d. termination

e. change of position or assignment

f. required attendance at a sexual harassment training program

g. required participation in counseling

D. Resolutions

1. Either party may file a letter of exception with the President protesting the

panel’s recommendation(s) within 5 working days.

2. Within 5 additional working days, the President will inform both parties, in

writing, of his or her decision(s).

3. If the President applies a sanction, the Provost will keep the complainant

fully informed of the implementation of that sanction until all terms are

satisfied. The complainant may write to the Provost regarding the

implementation of the sanction, and the Provost must respond in writing

within 10 working days.

Related Issues

I. Other Legal Recourse/Remedies

A. Members of the University community whose complaints are not resolved to their

satisfaction through these procedures (or who have complaints which are not

addressed herein) may use other avenues of redress available under the Civil Rights Act
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of 1964 or with the Commonwealth of Virginia.

B. Applicable federal law is found in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX

of the Education Amendments of 1972. Title VII, which addresses discrimination in

employment, is under the auspices of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC); Title IX, which governs discrimination in educational programs

and/or opportunities, falls under the auspices of the Office of Civil Rights of the U.S.

Department of Education.

C. State law can be accessed by contacting the Virginia Office of Equal Employment

Services regarding discrimination in employment, or the Virginia Council on Human

Rights for other types of discrimination.

II. Other Forms of Discrimination

This policy addresses sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination. For complaints of other

types of discrimination, such as discrimination based on age, race, national origin, marital status,

etc., contact the AA/EEO officer of the University for assistance.

III. Retaliation

Retaliation against an individual as a result of that person’s seeking redress under this policy is

expressly prohibited. Any person who thinks he/she has been the victim of retaliation should

contact the AA/EEO officer of the University for assistance.

IV. False Allegations/Malicious Complaints

A person who knowingly makes a false sexual harassment allegation may be subject to disciplinary

action in accordance with State and/or University policies and procedures.

ADDENDUM

POLICY NAME:

Sexual Violence: Addendum to the UMW Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy

POLICY TYPE:

Presidential Policy – University Administrative Policy

POLICY #:

To be completed by University Policy Manager

STATUS:

Active
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CONTACT OFFICE:

Administration and Finance – Human Resources

OVERSIGHT EXECUTIVE:

Vice President for Administration and Finance

APPLIES TO:

All Faculty and Staff

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this addendum is to add acts which can be classified as sexual violence or

sexual exploitation to the existing UMW sexual harassment and consensual relationship policy. 

All such acts are prohibited and considered a form of sex discrimination under Title IX.

DEFINITIONS:

Sexual Violence: physical sexual acts ranging from touching to penetration that are perpetrated

against a person’s will and/or by force, or where a person is incapable of giving consent. An

individual’s inability to give consent may be due to the victim’s age, use of drugs or alcohol,

and/or an intellectual or other disability.Sexual Exploitation: when a person takes a non-

consensual or abusive sexual advantage of another for his/her own advantage or benefit, or to

benefit or advantage anyone other than the one being exploited, and that behavior does not

otherwise constitute one of the other sexual misconduct offenses.  Examples include invasion

of sexual privacy, non-consensual video or audio-taping of sexual activity, going beyond the

boundaries of consent, engaging in voyeurism, and sexually based stalking, cyber stalking, and

bullying.Retaliatory Harassment: any adverse employment of educational action taken against

a person because of the person’s participation in a complaint or investigation of discrimination

or sexual misconduct.

POLICY STATEMENT:

The University of Mary Washington prohibits any form of sexual exploitation or sexual violence,

including non-consensual sexual contact and non-consensual sexual penetration.  In addition,

retaliatory harassment by one employee against another for bringing forward a complaint is

also prohibited.Any employee found responsible for violating this policy addendum on sexual

violence and/or sexual exploitation will receive disciplinary action up to and including

suspension and termination.

PROCEDURES:

In addition to the procedures outlined in the University’s Sexual Harassment policy, faculty and

staff experiencing or observing a situation where there is sexual violence, as described in this

addendum, may:
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1. Contact University Police at 540-654-4444 for situations where there is an immediate

threat or danger. The University Police will consult with the Office of Human Resources

and inform the University’s Title IX Coordinator as required.

2. Contact the University’s Title IX Coordinator, Leah Cox, at 654-1263.

3. Contact the University’s AAEEO officer, Sabrina Johnson, in the Office of Human

Resources, at 654-1214.

4. Contact one of the University’s sexual harassment contact persons listed on the policy

webpage for informal resolution: http://adminfinance.umw.edu/hr/policies-and-

procedures/respectful-workplace-policies/university-sexual-harassment-and-

consensual-relations/where-do-you-go-for-help/

RELATED INFORMATION:

The related Sexual Harassment Prevention policy can be found on the below website under

“University Sexual Harassment Prevention and Consensual

Relations”:http://adminfinance.umw.edu/hr/policies-and-procedures/

Revision Date:

November 2013
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I

C’&t.;’: I
Kelli Musick
Saluda. VA
111
Supporters
In NaN years
added an update. Read now

As students, alumni, faculty, parents, and friends of the University of Mary Washington we ask the following of President
Hurley, the Board of Visitors, and the Administration:

1. We ask President Hurley and all administration involved in the men’s rugby case to have a meeting reflecting on how the
process could have been handled better.
2. We ask the administration for more transparency in communicating with the UMW community.
3. We ask that Yik Yak be banned from being accessed via the university’s wifi, Apogee.
4. We ask the university to devote documented time and resources to the issue of sexual assault with the first action being a
school-sponsored showing of the documentary “The Hunting Ground.”

Letter to
President Richard V. Hurley
Address Rape Culture on Campus
Updates

1. imonthago
100 supporters

Delete this update

Are you sure?

Delete Cancel
2. 1 month ago

Kelli Musick started this petition
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Reasons for signing

• Most Popular
• Latest

• Lisa Muller FREDERICKSBURG, VA
o l9daysago
o LikedO

Im signing because someone once told me to kill myself on Yik Yak. Also, i have been sexually assaulted and
what rugby did is disgusting.

REPORT THIS COMMENT:
This comment is
inappropriate

Report Cancel
• Cheyenne Johnson LEESBURG, VA

o 29 days ago
o Liked 0

I’m signing because 1 in 5 is an epidemic and with statistics like that, it is absurd that sexual assault is still taboo.
Talk about it.

REPORT THIS COMMENT:
This comment is
inappropriate

Report Cancel
• Malcolm McKinsey EFFORT, PA

o about 1 month ago
o LikedO

I am the father of a UMW senior who has endured far more emotional and verbal abuse than any person should,
simply because she does not ignore circumstances on your campus.

REPORT TillS COMMENT:
This comment is
inappropriate

Report Cancel
- 1VVflDT DA

Sign this petition

Report abuse

Please report any offensive or inappropriate content.

Add a reason
(optional)

Submit

Thank you. This abuse has been reported.

Trending petitions
Congress: Pass the Police CAMERA Act
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by Anthony Scott
29.906 supporters
National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund:First responders lost
to 9-11 related cancers deserve honor and respect.
by Kerrie Ferrara
19.577 supporters
Barack Obama. John Kern’. Michelle Obama: Sign the Executive Order
& Bring an End to Child Marriage!
by Aberash Bekele with Truth Aid
1.142 supporters
Kojima Productions: Continue working on Silent Hills
by Yauheni Zinkevich
103,523 supporters
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• Careers
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• ©2015, Change.org, Inc.

English (United States)

Sign this petition
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